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The future of encryption is our present

RECOMBINANT ALGORITHMS RESISTANT TO QUANTUM
COMPUTING

Summary This article describes a type of encryption system based on recombinant
algorithms that operate under a scheme of generating random numbers of high complexity
which ensures the resistance to quantum computing.
Introduction
In general, it can be said that the appearance and disappearance of virtual particles in the
emptiness of space, follows a random behavior due to influences not discovered yet by
scientists. In this sense, the behavior of a system is random as a reflection of our ignorance
regarding the functioning of such a system.
Likewise, it can be sad that if the number of samples of an event is small enough that it
prevents determining its behavior, by defect we would be in the face of a random event;
where the defect is precisely the lack of information about the event.
In this order of ideas, it is proposed here to defy the iterative power of the quantum
supercomputers of the future with an algorithm of robust encryption supported by a
generator that is sufficiently complex and of pseudo random numbers. Ideally, an algorithm
of pseudo-random numbers that overpass quantum computing requires such complexity
that, in theory, it should be impregnable to any ideal network of supercomputers of the
future. These pseudo-random numbers could be called and even be considered random
because they are formed from very complex processes that defy any attempt to reveal their
production model.
In this sense, it is established that a binary file of length n can assume, in the best of
cases, 2n different contexts of information and if a computer or grid of computers could
form 2n combinations to find the plane text of an encrypted file of length n in bits, all
possible contexts possible can be generated at the same time, being so that we really don’t
have any, that is, there is total uncertainty. To achieve this state of uncertainty, nothing
better than:
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A very complex system of generation of “random” or pseudo-random
numbers.
Algorithms that do not obey the traditional definition of “a series of ordered
steps to find a solution".
And of course, noise added to the message (garbage information).
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It should be borne in mind that the traditional algorithms are automorphic in time because
they maintain their basic structure despite the fact that their operation can change lightly
due to variables such as information contained in the data with which it operates o
temporary variables obtained by the algorithm in interaction with the hardware on which it
is operating. But in essence, the instructions or routines that make up the algorithm are
invariant.
As support to the proposal that is described in this article, it is worth remembering that the
North American researcher Barbara McClintock, Nobel Prize for Medicine in 1983,
studying the genome of corn, that is, observing the thousands of initial “letters” of the four
fundamental amino acids that make up DNA (Adenine, Guanine, Cytokine and Thymine,
AGCT) she determined for the first time that there exists a series of genetic sequences that
can, in some strange form, change their position. Subsequently, these “jumping” genes
were called “transposons”. The theory of Barbara McClintock was not only revolutionary
but theoretically, it was also very complex. The “jumping genes” changed in a good
measure the knowledge that there was about genetics up to that time. On the other hand, in
spite of all the mutations or changes in the position of genes carried out in the laboratory,
the essence of the biological species was preserved, that is, corn was still corn.
1. Recombinant mini algorithms
The recombinant mini algorithms are small software routines that are in charge of
transposing bits within the multidimensional data structures. Just like DNA is a biological
entity that basically contains information and has the ability to mutate over time, a
recombinant mini algorithm has a structure that allows you to insert it in the general code of
the encrypting algorithm in a “random” way to carry out transpositions of bits over
multidimensional structures.
For such algorithms to be feasible, two conditions are required:
1.
That data structure where a recombinant mini algorithm gathers the
information to carry out transpositions of bits must be the same data structure where
it deposits it.
2.
In the process of decryption, the order of appearance of the
recombinant mini algorithms will be inverse to the order in which they appear in the
encryption process.
A recombinant algorithm is in essence, a numerous group of recombinant mini algorithms
that follow each other without an apparent established order to produce such data
manipulation that makes the decryption process very complex. The order of appearance of
these mini algorithms within the general algorithm is different in essence, every time that
the general algorithm is invoked and it is controlled by a very complex generator of pseudo
random numbers.
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If a human being picks at random a series of numbers from a list, we say that that process
provides a random result, therefore the design and construction of a generator a pseudorandom number of sufficiently high complexity is proposed such that it allows defining the
series of numbers it produces as “random”. At the start of the encryption process when the
generator of “random” numbers is invoked, it is determined how many and which
recombinant mini algorithms are going to follow each other in order to manipulate the data.
It is important to highlight that the set of recombinant mini algorithms functions differently
every time it is invoked due to the “random” numbers with which it will manipulate
directions within de information structures in which it will move the data. In general, every
time that the set of routines that produce pseudo random numbers is invoked, that is, the
generator of pseudo numbers, the set will carry out its work in a different manner, with
which it is guaranteed that if a message is sent n times, each encoding will be different
from the other n-1 Since every file is processed by blocks, these bits of the block of data
are interwoven and transformed (operations of XOR, Complement and, Equivalence) with
bits belonging to the adjacent blocks in such a way, that it will be impossible to try to find a
length of block for the analysis of the encryption. And as if the preceding was not enough,
from the beginning, this is before starting the work of the recombinant mini algorithms, the
GB (garbage bits) is scattered over the data of the original message in “random” positions,
using the mentioned mechanism of generation of "random" numbers. The GB varies for
each encryption.
Finally, to increase the complexity of the process, it is proposed hiding the data already
encrypted, in an image using insertion techniques of very low density with intervals of
“random” scattering and likewise a “random” direction of scattering. If the information of
the image could be extracted (improbable), there is still the file previously encrypted by the
recombinant mini algorithms already mentioned.
With all of the above it can be said that due to the work of the recombinant mini
algorithms, the performance of the encrypting algorithm that contains them is not
automorphic in time nor is it predictable, property that combined with an adequate
steganographic protection, makes it possible to assure that resistance to quantum computing
can be a reality.
3. Comparative Analysis
To test the relevance and superiority in all aspects of the recombinant mini algorithms in
the face of the most common of the state of the art, an analysis of the AES 128 Algorithm
and of the recombinant algorithms is presented as follows, specifically the Cyphertop
System.
a.

The AES 128 Algorithm

AES is an algorithm of encryption by blocks that initially was designed to have a variable
length of a block but the standard defines a block size of 128 bits, therefore the data to be
encrypted are divided into segments of 16 bytes (128 bits).
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Each segment can be thought of as a block matrix of 4x4 bytes, which is called state. In
Fig. 1, the organization of this algorithm can be appreciated.

Block of 128 bits

State

Figure 1 The data structure of the algorithm AES 128.
Keys: Because it is symmetric, Algorithm AES 128 uses the same key to encrypt as well as
to decrypt. Starting from an initial key of 16 bytes (128 bits), which can also be viewed as a
block or matrix of 4x4 bytes, 10 keys are generated. These resulting keys along with the
initial key are called sub-keys.
The process of the generation of sub-keys starts from the initial key seen as a matrix of 4x4
bytes, as is shown by Fig. 2.
Subkeys
be bits
calculated
Key to
of 128

Figure 2 Initial Key
To show clearly how the subkeys are calculated, the set of subkeys can be seen as a matrix
of 4 files by 44 columns, which is a subkey following the other, as it is shown in Fig. 3.Subkeys to be calculated

Figure 3 The set of the 11 subkeys.
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To calculate the first column of the next subkey, that last column of the previous subkey is
taken (in this case the initial key) and the Rotword operation is applied which consists of
moving the first byte to the last place in the column, as it is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4 The Rotword process
Then, an operation called SubBytes is applied to the resulting last column which
consists of replacing each byte of the column by a byte stored in a table called S-Box,
which contains, pre-calculated, the result of applying the inversion in the GF field and a
similar transformation to each byte. The dimension of the table is 16x16 bytes where the
indexes of the columns as well as those of the files go from 0 to F; to obtain the S-Box
transformation of one byte, the first 4 bits are taken as the index of the file of the table and
the second 4 as the index of the column of the table, as shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5 The SubByte process
Then, to the result an XOR byte to byte is applied with the column 4 positions back (in this
case, the first column of the initial key) and an XOR byte to byte with a column of a table
called RCON which contains in the first file constants 2i in the field GF and in the
remaining files 0.
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Since it is the first subkey that is being calculated, for the calculation the first column is
taken from table RCON as is shown in Fig. 6, for the following subkeys the next column
not used from this table is taken.

Figure 6 The XOR process with the RCON table
The result of this last operation will be the first column of the calculated subkey (in
this case, the second subkey), as is shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7 The first column of the second subkey.
For the three following columns, an XOR is performed between the preceding column and
the column 4 positions back, as is shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 8 Construction of the second column of the second subkey.
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Once these operations are applied a new subkey is obtained, as is shown in Fig. 9.

Subkeys to be calculated

Figure 9 Second subkey
And to obtain the next subkeys, we proceed in the same way. In the end, there will be 11
keys, each one of these subkeys is applied in one of the rounds of operations which are
explained below.
Rounds and operations
The encryption process of the algorithm consists in applying a set of grouped operations to
each state in what is called rounds. The algorithm does 11 rounds and in each round, a
different subkey is applied.
The rounds can be classified into three types:
1. 1 Initial round (the initial subkey is applied).
2. 9 standard rounds (the following 9 subkeys are applied, one in each round).
3. 1 final round (the last subkey is applied).
The operations carried out by the algorithm within the rounds are reduced to 4 basic
operations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

SubBytes.
ShiftRows.
MixColums.
AddRoundKey.

A diagram of how the operations and the keys are applied in each one of the rounds is seen
in Fig. 10.
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Initial Round
Initial Key

State
Standard Round

Subkeys 2..10

Final Round

Encrypted State

Final Subkey

Figure 10 Diagram of the application of the operations and keys in the rounds.
Initial Round
The initial round applies only the AddRoundKey operation which is no more than a byteby-byte XOR between the block to encrypt and the initial key, as is shown in Fig. 11.
State

Initial Subkey

Figure 11 Initial Round
Standard Round
Then, 9 standard rounds are done where each round consists of the following operations:
SubBytes. Each byte of the state is replaced by another value, according to the SBox table of bytes.
ShiftRows: In each file of the state, except for the first, the bytes are rotated
circularly to the left, in the second file they are rotated one position, in the third two
positions and in the fourth, three positions, as is shown in Fig. 12.
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Figure 12 ShiftRows process
MixColums: To each column of the state a linear transformation is applied when
multiplied by a predetermined matrix in the field GF, as shown in Fig. 13

Figure 13 MixColums process
AddRoundKey: The same operation as in the initial round is applied but using
another subkey.
Final Round
Consists of operations of:
SubBytes: Like the standard round.
ShiftRows: Like the standard round.
AddRoundKey: Like that of the initial and the standard round but applying the last
subkey.
Summary
The process is repeated for each block of the data set. The initial round, XOR, with
the initial key is the same for all the blocks. The Subkeys are the same for the processing of
all the blocks. The SubBytes, ShiftRows, MixColums and AddRoundKey operations
function the same for all the blocks.
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Then, all the transpositions and substitution of bytes are identical for all the blocks
of the encrypted set of data. If the same set of data is encrypted n times, the n encrypted
files will be identical between them, with what is established that the AES algorithm, be it
128 or 256, is automorphic in time.
THE CYPHERTOP SYSTEM
The Cyphertop System [1] generates a new encryption algorithm every time it is invoked to
encrypt a file, therefore, it is not an encryption algorithm but a system for generating
encryption algorithms. That is to say, it has the property of not being automorphic in time.
The Cyphertop system handles the concept of Cryptographic Universes that in reality are,
each one of them, generators of versions or connection points. Each Universe generates
these connection points differently from the other universes.
Within a particular Universe, each version or point of connection can connect at least two
nodes of a communications network. Each version or connection point can generate a
sufficiently high amount of encryption algorithms; with the additional property that these
algorithms generated by such versions are different from the algorithms that might generate
other versions or connection points of the same Cyphertop Universe.
In Cyphertop, data is subject to:
Transposition of bytes using a giant scattering table: an operation that consists in that
the bytes that make up contiguous coded blocks intermingle with each other, obeying the
addressing of a huge scattering table. Addressings that are different from one encryption to
the other depending on the initial parameters.
Transposition of bits through geometric structures, through the use of recombinant
mini algorithms: A different set of these mini algorithms is invoked every time that a file
is encrypted with Cyphertop, that is to say, a different number in every occasion works over
the data, following one after the other in an order that is also different. The order in which
they follow each other to conform the recombinant algorithm is determined by the initial
parameters which the system chooses at the moment of beginning the encryption. Likewise,
the form in wich the recombinant mini algorithms operate will also depend on the initial
parameters, carrying out transpositions of bits to different locations within the data
structures used every time that a file is encrypted.
XOR operations and complement: The XOR operations are carried out with texts
generated randomly by the initial parameters. The complement operations are carried out
randomly over bytes selected randomly also according to the initial parameters.
The operations of Equivalence are run by some versions of Cyphertop. And its
action is different on each occasion also according to the initial parameters.
The initial parameters provide for each version or connection point,
2.085924830 x 1093 different ways of encrypting a set of data and 8.21479634 x 1060.224
possible versions or connection points can be generated for the current sample universe of
Cyphertop [2].
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Cyphertop generates a different algorithm for each encryption of the same set of data,
therefore, it is a generator of algorithms. In mathematical terms, this generation is limited to
the figure set forth above. Since the magnitude of such generation is so large with respect to
the availability of computational resources and time, in terms of everyday reality it allows
assuming with the absolute criterion that Cyphertop is not Automorphic in time. [1]
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